ABSTRACT In Android, activity instances at an application's run time are organized in a back stack, and users always interact with the top instance of the stack. Users' interactions may trigger activity launchings, which change the state of the back stack. Therefore, back-stack transition analysis is closely related to activity transition analysis, which is fundamental for understanding Android behaviors. Existing activity transition analyses are not sensitive to back-stack-related configurations, which suppose all activities are launched with the default configuration, and thus model infeasible transitions and incorrect back-stack states when there are non-default configurations in an application. In this paper, we present a tool, BSSimulator, to perform the static back-stack transition analysis. The proposed analysis contains two types of graph constructions: the activity launching graph that represents activity transitions with extracted back-stackrelated configurations, and the back-stack transition graph that simulates the changes of the back stack triggered by activity launchings and back events. The study conducted on 968 open source apps from F-droid indicates that non-default configurations are in common use. The evaluations on 35 commonly used apps validate the high-precision of the generated activity launching graphs, and indicate that the proposed backstack transition analysis outperforms the state-of-the-art one by 29.8% in avoiding 3-length infeasible paths.
I. INTRODUCTION
Android is one of the most popular operating systems for mobile devices. Android applications (apps) are becoming more complex in capacity, structure, behavior, and functionality [1] , [2] , which drives it more problematic for researchers to understand apps' behaviors [3] - [5] . Therefore, there is an ongoing demand for software engineering techniques and tools to support program analysis, understanding, verification and testing tasks for Android [5] - [8] .
Activity, as a key component of Android, is responsible for providing GUI windows for users. Activities and their transitions constitute the basic framework of an app. Hence, modeling activity transitions is critical for understanding apps' behaviors. Activity instances created during the software run time are organized in a back stack (activity stack) [9] , so that users can return from the current instance to the previous one correctly. Interactions with the top instance of the stack may trigger activity launchings (activity transitions), which changes the state of the back stack. Therefore, the The associate editor coordinating the review of this article and approving it for publication was Danda Rawat.
back-stack transition analysis comprises traditional activity transition analysis, which is a foundation for tasks like dynamic exploration [3] , [10] , [11] , GUI model construction [4] , [12] , vulnerability detection [13] - [19] , and defect detection [8] , [20] - [22] for Android applications.
In Android, developers set up the configurations of activity launchings for back-stack management. These configurations are named launch types in this paper. We summarize 7 launch types and their corresponding impacts on a back stack. The default launch type is standard, which requests the platform to create a new activity instance and push it onto the back stack. An example of non-default launch types is singleTop, which requests the top instance of the stack to be reused if its type is the same as the target activity class. For example, activity A launches itself with standard and singleTop that trigger back-stack transitions displayed as e1 in Fig. 1(a) and e1 in Fig. 1(b) respectively.
Existing activity transition analyses are insensitive to launch types, which suppose activities are all launched with the default configuration, and thus model incorrect back-stack states and infeasible transitions when there are non-default configured activity launchings. For example, VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ FIGURE 1. Two back-stack transition graphs which demonstrate that activity A launches A with two different launch types, respectively.
activity A launches itself with singleTop; its correct backstack transitions are as Fig. 1(b) ; launch-type-insensitive analysis constructs its back-stack transitions as Fig. 1(a) ; e1, e2 are two infeasible transitions and state2 is an incorrect back-stack state in Fig. 1(a) . Launch-type-insensitive simulation of the back stack presents an obstacle for understanding Android apps' behaviors. Considering the task to generate GUI models, an infeasible back-stack transition triggered by a back event from an incorrect back-stack state navigates an incorrect target activity, which corresponds to an infeasible edge in the GUI model. Another consideration is the test-case generation task. Test cases comprised of event sequences are generated by GUI-model traversal; an infeasible path which contains an infeasible edge corresponds to an inexecutable test case, which reduces the test efficiency [12] , [20] , [21] . Moreover, infeasible paths lead to false positives in static checking of correctness properties [23] .
To facilitate launch-type-sensitive back-stack transition analysis, we propose activity launching graph (ALG) and back-stack transition graph (BSTG). Nodes in ALGs denote activity classes, and edges represent activity launchings which record launch types and lifecyle callbacks. BSTGs simulate the transitions between back-stack states which are triggered by activity launchings (e.g., e1 in Fig. 1 (a) and e1 in Fig. 1(b) ) and back operations (e.g., e2 in Fig. 1(a) ). The BSTG can be used as a special context-sensitive activity transition graph which takes the back-stack information as context [24] .
To reason about back-stack states and transitions statically, activity launchings should be captured, which is challenging. A source activity launches the target activity by invoking inter-component communication (ICC) calls, e.g., startActivity(intent); ICC calls are invoked in event handler callbacks, which are triggered by nondeterministic user and system events since Android is an event-driven system; substantial event handler callbacks complicate the static launching analysis. Furthermore, specifying the target activities and part of the back-stack-related configurations for a launching requires a precise points-to analysis on intent object, which should handle much intentrelated APIs provided by the Android platform.
We present a tool, BSSimulator, to perform launch-typesensitive back-stack transition analysis, which constructs ALGs and launch-type-sensitive BSTGs automatically. Fig. 2 depicts the framework of BSSimulator. Given an app, the analysis first conducts a pre-processing to provide basic object-oriented points-to analyses and part of the back-stack related configurations in the file AndroidManifest.xml for subsequent stages. Intent parsing constructs modeled intent objects, and leverages the flow graph (FG) provided by GATOR to discover the contents in such intent objects. ALG generator handles various ICC calls, and makes use of the contents in a specific modeled intent to distinguish the target activities for a launching. Launch-type setter sets the launch type based on back-stack-related configurations for a launching. The BSTG is constructed via ALG traversal. Repeated traversal of activity launching cycles (ALCs) may create multiple instances of an activity class. The BSTG generator outputs k-instance-aware BSTGs, which request each activity class to have no more than k instances in each stack state thus limiting the number of back-stack states. We also leverage BSTGs to construct GUI models and generate test cases.
The contributions of this paper are:
• We introduce the launch-type-sensitive back-stack transition analysis, and propose ALG and BSTG for precise back-stack simulations.
• We introduce BSSimulator, a tool performing back-stack transition analysis which can generate ALGs and BSTGs automatically.
• The study conducted on 968 open source apps from F-droid indicates that non-default launch types are in common use. The evaluations on 35 commonly used apps validate the high-precision of the generated ALGs, and indicates that the launch-type-sensitive back-stack transition analysis outperforms the insensitive one by 29.8% in avoiding 3-length infeasible paths.
II. MOTIVATION
In this section, we introduce the statistical results of various launch types. Then, we use an example to demonstrate why FIGURE 2. The framework of BSSimulator.
the extraction of launch types is essential for the simulation of back-stack changes and how the proposed launch-typesensitive analysis addresses the problem of infeasible paths.
A. VARIOUS LAUNCH TYPES
We use BSSimulator to perform a study on an open-source Android application market, F-droid, which counts up valid activity launchings configured with 7 different launch types. Invalid launching configurations are not taken into consideration 1 . There are 968 apps and 5095 valid activity launchings.
The results indicate that 25.31% of the apps use non-default launch types. Fig. 3 displays the percentages of various configured activity launchings. The default and most commonly used launch type is standard, which takes up to 60.84%. 39.16% of the activity launchings are configured with nondefault launch types. Different launch types have their specific impacts on a back stack, which are represented in Section III-B. We see that non-default launch types are widely used to conduct desired management of a back stack, so as to achieve certain-designed requirements and smooth user experience. 
B. MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
ConnectBot is a secure shell client for the Android platform. Fig. 4 (a) is a code snippet extracted from ConnectBot. Fig. 4 (b) displays the transitions among HostListActivity, ConsoleActivity, and SettingsActivity (represented by A1, A2, and A3) with launch types. Lines 26 to 27 of the code determine that A1 is the main activity. Once an item in the connection list on A1 is clicked, A1 launches A2 via the ICC call startActivity at line 8 with the launch type singleTop (because the launch mode of A2 is set as ''singleTop'' at line 30). A1 launches A3 with the default configuration via setIntent at line 12 once the menu item ''Setting'' is clicked. A2 launches A1 via the ICC call at line 21 once the item ''←'' is clicked. The launch type of this launching is standard-clearTop because the flag of the passed intent is set as ''FLAG_ACTIVITY_CLEAR_TOP'' at line 20, which requests that: if there is an instance of A1 in the back stack, this instance and all instances above it will be terminated, and a new instance of A1 will be pushed onto the back stack.
1 Some configurations request interactions among back stacks; this paper calls them invalid configurations. Existing static activity transition analyses are insensitive to launch types, which suppose activities are all launched with standard. Consequently, they fail to simulate the back stack correctly as long as the app uses non-default launch types, and thus produce infeasible paths due to infeasible transitions triggered by back events in GUI models [12] . Fig. 5 is the subgraph of ConnectBot's GUI model built in the state-of-the-art approach [12] . In this model, nodes represent activity classes; e1-e6 represent possible activity transitions triggered by GUI events and each edge records an operation on the back stack 2 . Table 1 lists two 4-length infeasible paths. At the beginning, there is an A1 in the back stack. The existing approach [12] avoids producing case1: after performing pushA2, popA2 and popA1 in case1, ConnectBot will quit and the top instance of the back stack cannot be A2; therefore, e2, e3 in case1 are infeasible transitions. However, the existing approach fails to distinguish case2 as an infeasible path: after performing e1 and e4 in case2, there is only an A1 instance in the stack; if the back button is clicked, ConnectBot will quit; hence, it cannot perform the subsequent popA2 operation. Because of the non-default configured launching e4 in case2, the launchtype-insensitive back-stack analysis simulate the back-stack changes incorrectly.
Avoiding infeasible paths contributes to test case generation. Infeasible paths correspond to inexecutable test cases (e.g., for resource leak detection [20] , [21] ), which reduce the test efficiency. Moreover, infeasible paths lead to false positives in static checking of correctness properties [23] .
C. LAUNCH-TYPE-SENSITIVE BACK-STACK ANALYSIS
Launch-type-sensitive back-stack analysis distinguishes different activity instances, models back-stack transitions more precisely, and thus avoids infeasible back-stack transitions. In order to model back-stack transitions, it is also necessary to model transitions between activities. BSSimulator first conducts a points-to analysis on intent objects (detailed in Section IV-B) and outputs an ALG (detailed in Section IV-C). Fig. 4(b) is the ALG of ConnectBot. BSSimulator eventually builds the launch-type-sensitive BSTG of ConnectBot displayed as Fig. 6 via ALG traversal (detailed in Section IV-D). In Fig. 6 , state1, state2, and state3 represent three back-stack states. Initially, a HostListActivity instance is pushed onto the back stack. We capture back-stack transitions by simulating the processes of launching activities with their specific launch types. For example, once ''←'' button on ConsoleActivity is clicked at state2, the simulated state of the back stack is updated to state2 after launching HostListActivity with standard-clearTop. This produces the transition state2 → state1.
III. BACK-STACK BEHAVIORS
In this section, we first review the Android relevant features of back-stack behaviors briefly. Then, we introduce activity closing, various types of launching events, and their effects on the back stack. Finally, we give the formal definitions of ALG, ALC, and BSTG. 
2) LIFECYCLE CALLBACK SEQUENCE
An activity launching or a closing triggers a sequence of lifecycle callbacks automatically, which is denoted as cbs = a 1 , cb 1 
Note that cb i is triggered on the activity instance a i . Lifecycle callbacks are used for lifetime management of activities. Modeling the lifecycle callback sequences is of significant interest to researchers and developers (e.g., for the leak detection [20] - [22] , [25] ).
3) BACK STACK
Currently-alive activity instances are organized in back stack. Users interact with the top instance of the stack. If we launch ConnectBot, a HostListActivity instance a = a HostListActivity will be created and pushed to the back stack with an invocation of the callback sequence Table 2 summarizes the back-stack changes and callback sequences caused by activity launchings and closings. The first 7 events correspond to activity launchings configured with 7 different valid launch types. The last event corresponds to activity closings. Launching with standard requests the Android platform to create a new activity instance and push it onto the stack. Launching with singleTop requests the top instance of the stack to be reused if its type is the same as the target activity class; otherwise, the effect is the same as launching with standard. Launching with singleTop-clearTop requests the Android platform to search for an existing instance of the target activity class in the stack at first. If such instance is found, all instances above it will be terminated and it will be reused as the top one in the stack; otherwise, a new instance will be created and pushed onto the back stack. Launching with standard-clearTop also requests a search for an existing instance of the target activity class in the back stack, but the matched instance and all the instances above it will be terminated, and a new instance of the target activity class will be pushed onto the stack. The effect of launching with singleTask is the same as singleTop-clearTop, but the configurations of these launch types are totally different. Launching with reorderToFront reuses existing instance of the target activity class by putting the matched instance onto the stack while keeping other instances intact in the stack. Activity launching accompanied with an API finish call requests the platform to terminate the current instance, and push a new instance of the target activity onto the stack. The back event terminates the top instance of the stack. The changes of the back stack, and corresponding callback sequences triggered by 7 type of activity launchings and the back event. Suppose that c n launches c x with lt when the current state of the back stack is a c 1 , a c 2 , . . . , a c x−1 , a c x , a c x+1 , . . . , a c n with a c 1 the bottom and a c n the top; a c x is an instance of activity class c x ; a c x is a new instance of c x which is not a c x .
B. BACK-STACK BEHAVIORS

C. DEFINITION 1) ACTIVITY LAUNCHING GRAPH
The ALG is a static graph defined as ALG = (N , E) where N is the set of nodes representing activity classes, and E is the set of directed edges representing activity launchings.
where E sp and E st are two sets of launchings configured with nondefault launch types and standard respectively; LT is the set of launch types; n s is the source activity node; and n t is the targeted node. Fig. 4 (b) demonstrates the ALG of ConnectBot and A1 is the main activity node.
2) ACTIVITY LAUNCHING CYCLE
The cycle formed by an activity launchings is named ALC. An ALC is a subgraph of ALG. In Fig 
3) BACK-STACK TRANSITION GRAPH
The BSTG is a static graph defined as BSTG = (BS, ST ), where BS is the set of back-stack states, and ST is the set of directed edges representing transitions between back-stack states.
where C is the set of activity classes of an app, and c i is the activity class whose instance is at position i in the stack. ST = L ∪ F where L and F are two sets of transitions triggered by activity launchings and closings respectively. L = { bs s , bs t , lt, cbs | bs s ∈ BS, bs t ∈ BS, lt ∈ LT } where bs s is the source node; bs t is the target node; and cbs is the callback sequence. Fig. 6 demonstrates the BSTG of ConnectBot and state1 is the initial state.
4) K -INSTANCE-AWARE BSTG
There can be k instances for an activity class at most in each back-stack state of the BSTGs.
IV. APPROACH
We implement the proposed launch-type-sensitive back-stack transition analysis in BSSimulator. Fig. 2 depicts the framework of BSSimulaor. The input of BSSimulator is an Android package (apk). After decoding, pre-processing, intent parsing and ALG generation, BSSimulator outputs an ALG. Finally, a k-instance-aware BSTG is derived at the stage of BSTG generation by extending the ALG and adding back-event transitions.
A. PRE-PROCESSING
The pre-processing extracts useful information for subsequent stages. In this stage, AndroidManifest.xml analysis, SOOT analysis, and GATOR analysis are performed. We get the following three kinds of information from the AndroidManifest.xml which work in ALG generation (Section IV-C): a) the set of registered activities which is used to construct the nodes in an ALG; b) some of the back-stack-related configurations, including the launch mode (e.g., line 30 in Figure 4 (a)) and the task affinity of each activity, and the package name of the app, which are used to determine the launch type for each activity launching; c) the intent filter of each activity (e.g., lines 25-28 and lines 31-33 in Figure 4 (a)), which is used to determine the implicit target activities of a launching. The fundamental SOOT analysis provides an intermediate representation Jimple and diverse APIs for analyzing Dalvik bytecode specific to Android. Moreover, a GATOR based analysis which performs basic object-oriented points-to analyses on Android apps relying on SOOT is also conducted. For intent parsing (Section IV-B), We utilize the flows among intent-related statements represented in a flow graph, which is an intermediate output of GATOR.
B. INTENT PARSING
An ICC call starts an activity with an intent object, where the intent is either explicit or implicit, and the intent stores flags that impact the states of the back stack. VOLUME 7, 2019 An explicit intent receives an explicit target activity class name (e.g., lines 12-13 and 19 in Fig. 4(a) ). An implicit intent receives an action (e.g., line 7 in Fig. 4(a) ), some categories, and some data to deliver. During the run time of an app, the Android framework invokes target activities that comply with the implicit intent object. The capabilities of an activity to perform specific actions, categories, and data, are registered through an intent filter in the AndroidMainfest.xml file (e.g., line 32 in Fig. 4(a) ). Intent flags are set to implement specific functions, e.g., FLAG_ACTIVITY_CLEAR_TOP at line 20 in Fig. 4(a) is used to terminate all activity instances above the target activity instance if such an instance exists in the back stack.
The modeled intent object comprises six types of fields: a) Intent.explicitTarget for storing the name of an explicit target activity; b) Intent.action for storing an action; c) Intent.category for storing the categories; d) the datarelated fields including Intent.mimeType, Intent.scheme, Intent.host, Intent.port, and Intent.path, for storing the data format; e) Intent.implicitTarget for storing the names of implicit target activities; and f) Intent.flag for storing an Integer representing the flags. Type b), c) and d) are implicittarget-related fields which are used to determine the implicit target activities. The Android framework provides various APIs to store information in the fields of an intent object, for example: setClass and setClassName are used to set an explicit target activity name; setAction are used to set the action; addCategory adds a category; and setFlags is used to set the flags. Our static analysis parses the parameters of the API calls to determine the content of modeled intent objects.
The intent parsing applies Algorithm 1. The inputs include the registered activities, their corresponding intent filters, and the flow graph FG. The output is a set of modeled intent objects I . The intent parsing first initializes I with an empty set, and gets the nodes representing intent-allocate statements from FG at line 1. For each intent-allocate statement, a modeled intent object is created and some of the intent fields are initialized with the parameters of the allocate statement (at line 3); then the intent object is resolved by assigning the target activities and intent flags to corresponding intent fields which are used to determine the target activities and intent flags respectively (from line 4 to 13); finally, this intent object is added to I at line 14. An intent object is resolved as follows. The algorithm forward traverses the directed flow graph from the intent-allocate node and gets the reachable nodes at line 4. The reachable nodes represent intent-related statements. Then, it updates a specific intent field if a reachable statement invokes an API that impacts this intent field (from line 6 to 11). Note that if an intent object has no explicit target after all reachable nodes has been resolved, the implicit targets will be determined via the helper function SetImplicitTargets which is based on the intent filter of each registered activity and the implicit-target-related intent fields.
Algorithm 1 IntentParsing
Input: a set of mappings from activity name to intent filter M a-i , the flow graph FG Output: a set of modeled intent objects The static analysis to construct ALG applies Algorithm 2. It first constructs the activity nodes for registered activities, and initializes the set of edges with an empty set at line 1. Then, for each activity node, it gets all ICC calls that launch activities at line 3 via the function GetActivityLaunchingStatements and constructs the edge for each launchingactivity statement from line 4 to 12.
BSSimulator organizes the methods in an activity as a forest in which each tree represents the relations among method calls. The root node of a tree is a callback since callbacks are the entry points in Android. BSSimulator considers lifecycle callbacks (such as onCreate, onCreateContextMenu and onCreateDialog), system-driven callbacks (e.g., onLocationChanged), and GUI callbacks (e.g. onClick). GetActivityLaunchingStatements searches the activity-related ICC calls via depth-first traversal on each method-invocation tree. BSSimulator handles all activity-related ICC APIs, such as startActivity, startActivityForResult and startActivityFromChild, and each of them receives an intent object as one of the parameters. Note that setIntent is also parsed as it launches activities when it is invoked by a menu item, which is different from storing a new intent when it is invoked in other contexts. To construct the edge for each launching-activity call, the algorithm first back traverses the FG from the launchingactivity node and gets all reachable nodes at line 5. Then, it gets the corresponding intent object if a reachable node represents an allocate statement of an intent (at line 7). For each target activity, it gets the configurations via GetConfigurations at line 9, determines the launch type at line 11, and constructs an edge at line 12 if the configurations are valid. The configurations include: a) the launch mode of the target activity; b) the task affinity of the target activity; c) the package name of the app; d) the intent flags; and e) whether finish is invoked. The launch types that BSSimulator considers and their corresponding configurations are listed in Table 3 . The default launch type is standard. The second to the fifth launch types in Table 3 are determined by the launch mode of the target activity and the intent flags. For example, the launch type is singleTop-clearTop if the launch mode of the target activity is set as ''singleTop'' and the intent flag is set as FLAG_ACTIVITY_CLEAR_TOP. The determination of singleTask is relevant to the launch mode and the task affinity of the target activity. configure the value of k and choose the launch types that the BSTGs are sensitive to. In this algorithm, the statequeue stores the back-stack states that need to be analyzed. For a specific back-stack state currentstack popping from statequeue, the algorithm first generates new back-stack states and transitions triggered by activity launchings at line 7-12. Then, it generates new states and transitions triggered by back events at line 13-17. For a current back-stack state, it gets the top activity instance n s at line 5 and traverses the outgoing edges of n s in the ALG. Helper function UpdateStack at line 7 simulates the changes of the back stack statically according to Table 2 for a specific activity launching, and returns the updated back-stack state. A new edge from currentstack to the updated stack state is constructed via Edge if each activity class in the new stack state has no more than k instances. Count at line 8 computes the number of instances of each activity class in a back stack and returns the largest one. An edge records a callback sequence and a launch type. If the updated stack state is new, it is added to statequeue for further analysis. Generating transitions for back events is similar to generating transitions triggered by activity launchings. Note that an ALG may not be a connected graph, so the corresponding BSTG only covers the activity classes connected to the main-activity node of the ALG. 
D. BSTG GENERATION
Algorithm 3 constructs a k-instance-aware
E. DISCUSSION
We discuss two aspects of our k-instance-aware BSTG generation algorithm: a) why the k-instance restriction is used; b) how to select the value of k.
Some apps can create multiple or even infinite instances for an activity class in a back stack. For example, there is an ALC1 = ChooseFileActivity standard − −−−− → OpenFileActivity standard − −−−− → ChooseFileActivity in the ALG of APV app. Continuous traversal of ALC1 repeatedly create infinite ChooseFileActivity instances and OpenFileActivity instances thus producing infinite back-stack states. There are two schemes to limit the number of back-stack states: one is the k-instance restriction that we adopt; the other is setting an upper limit u so that the simulated back stack can hold u instances at most. Different apps vary a lot in the number of activity classes and back-stack states, hence it is impossible to choose a suitable u for all apps. Yet, the k-instance restriction does not suffer from such problem.
The existence of ALCs is the necessary condition for multiple instance creation of an activity class. For a specific activity class, continuous repeated traversal of an ALC creates one, two or infinite activity instances. Based on such cases, an ALC can be divided into TYPE1, TYPE2, and TYPE3. Various combinations of the launch types in an ALC determines its type. If an activity only has one instance in each BSTG node, the app contains no ALC or only contains TYPE1 ALCs. If there exists at least one BSTG node that contains three instances for a specific activity class, the app contains TYPE3 ALCs. The k is set to avoid infinite states caused by repeated traversal of TYPE3 ALCs. Therefore, it is better to select a value that allows users to determine whether the app contains TYPE3 ALCs or not. Moreover, the BSTG will be too large to be calculated and stored if the value of k is set too large. Hence, we recommend a minimum value of k (k ≥ 3) meeting the requirements of client tasks. In the experiments, we evaluate the effects of different values of k on constructing BSTGs (in Section V-A), and give an example to illustrate the selection of the value in the test generation task (in Section V-C).
V. EXPERIMENTS
BSSimulator leverages several open source tools to support the launch-type-sensitive back-stack analysis. It decodes apks with Apktool and utilizes SOOT that supports analysis and transformation of Dalivik bytecode to handle the preprocessing. The static program analysis toolkit, GATOR [26] , is used to provide the object-oriented points-to analyses to construct the flow graph. Considering the scalability and portability, we build a new implementation for the flow graph construction since GATOR contains various components that do not contribute to the proposed analysis.
We perform the experiments on a total of the latest versions of 1226 apps. All the apps are downloaded from December 1 to 7, 2017 in the open source application market, F-Droid, which ensures the analyses won't fail by code obfuscations. BSSimulator conducts automatic analyses on an Intel core i5-6500 3.2GHz machine with 8GB RAM running Ubuntu 14.04 LTS. Given an apk, the execution of BSSimulator includes 5 stages, i.e., decoding, preprocessing, intent parsing, ALG generation, and generating k-instance-aware BSTGs. The maximum time of each execution is set to 30 minutes. Each execution outputs an ALG and six BSTGs, where launch-type-sensitive BSTGs with k from 1 to 3 and launch-type-insensitive BSTGs with k from 1 to 3. Launch-type-sensitive BSTGs are set to be sensitive to {standard, singleTask, standard-clearTop, singleTopclearTop, singleTop, reorderToFront, standard|finish} and launch-type-insensitive BSTGs are sensitive to {standard}. The effect of launching with singleTop is the same as launching with standard when the types of source activity and target activity are different. Therefore, we do not regard such launchings as non-default configured activity launchings.
For each app, we perform the BSSimulator execution three times. If all the three executions are failed, we note it as a failed app. There are 258 failed apps. Among these apps, 202 are plug-ins or auxiliary apps which should be used together with other apps, hence BSSimulator fails to analyze such apps with losing-main-activity errors. 168 BSSimulator executions (56 apps) are forced to terminate in the preprocessing stage due to timeouts. If there are both failed executions and successful executions for an app, we re-run BSSimulator until the app are analyzed successfully three times. Finally, 968 of the apps are successfully analyzed and the results are discussed in Section II-A, which indicate that non-default launch types are in common use. The average time for a BSSimulator execution is 81.34 s. The average times for different stages in a BSSimulator execution are 12.53 s (decoding), 25.06 s (pre-processing), 31.23 s (intent parsing and ALG generation), and 12.52 s (BSTG generation). Overall, the running times are suitable for practical use. Moreover, we conduct evaluations to the following questions (RQs):
• RQ1. Which factors affect the transitions between the simulated back-stack states?
• RQ2. Is BSSimulator capable of capturing activity launchings and its launch types precisely?
• RQ3. Is launch-type-sensitive BSTG capable of avoiding infeasible paths?
A. BSTG-CONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM (RQ1)
In order to conduct better comparison analyses (in Section V-A and Section V-C), and considering the manual efforts (in Section V-B) for answering above three questions, some typical apps should be selected, parts of which use nondefault configured launchings or contain ALCs, while others do not. In this process, we prefer apps used in previous work and published in Google Play. Finally, we achieve 35 commonly used apps. The analysis results by BSSimulator for the 35 apps are summarized in Table 4 . The first to the 20th apps contain non-default configured activity launchings while the 21th to the 35th apps use the default configuration for all activity launchings. All the apps using non-default launch types contain ALCs where the 21th to the 30th apps contain at least one ALC; the remaining five apps do not contain ALCs. The algorithm to locate ALCs in an ALG is also implemented in BSSimulator. The number of edges for FBReader is unexpectedly large because of the use of a context-insensitive call graph. It is a known limitation which is mentioned in [4] , [12] , [27] . Out of memory happens when generating BSTG with k = 1 for FBReader because there are too many back-stack states and transitions to be calculated for our computer. Such situation happens in analysis for Redditor when k is 3. The average rate of activity/launching coverage is 74.24%/84.17%. The BSTG-generation algorithm covers the activities and launchings which are connected to the main-activity node of an ALG. The reasons why an ALG may be a non-connected graph can be two-fold: a) the target activities are not found for an implicit intent, since it may invoke activities that do not belong to the analyzed app; b) invalid configured launchings exist.
Let us see how ALCs, k, and launch types affect the generated launch-type-sensitive BSTGs. The number of edges/nodes of k-instance-aware launch-type-sensitive BSTG becomes constant as the value of k increases, which implies that the analyzed app can produce finite back-stack states. For example, the number of edges/nodes of the three launch-type-sensitive BSTGs of ConnectBot are the same when k is 1, 2 and 3. This means we have captured all back-stack states when k is 1. There cannot be multiple instances of any activity class in a back stack at any time. The number of edges/nodes of launch-type-sensitive BSTGs of APV increases as the value of k increases, which indicates that APV can produce infinite back-stack states without the restriction of k. Therefore, we confirm the type of the ALC in ConnectBot is TYPE1 while APV contains a TYPE3 ALC. We can see that: apps containing no ALC do not produce multiple instances of any activity class which is verified by the 31th to the 35th apps; apps using non-default launch types in Table 4 only contain TYPE1 ALCs except ZANavi; all the ALCs that do not use non-default launch types are TYPE3 ALCs, which is verified by the 21th to the 30th apps. We deduce that: a) apps containing TYPE1 ALC can produce infinite back-stack states; b) a suitable value of k make the generated BSTG keep ample back-stack states and transitions; c) developers use non-default launch types to avoid multiple instances of an activity class, in order to achieve a pre-designed requirement and provide a smooth user experience.
Comparing launch-type-sensitive BSTGs with insensitive ones provides insights to the BSTG-generation algorithm. For those apps using non-default launch types, the launch-typesensitive BSTGs of all apps have more edges than their corresponding insensitive ones when k is 1; while with the increase of k, the number of nodes/edges of launch-type-insensitive BSTGs gets larger than insensitive ones ultimately. This is because various non-default launch types request the Android platform to reuse an activity instance or terminate specific activity instances when launching an activity, and the launch-type-insensitive analysis supposes each activity launching brings up a new instance creation which increases the number of incorrect back-stack states and transitions. For example, Fig. 7 displays the launch-type-insensitive BSTGs VOLUME 7, 2019 of ConnectBot. When k is 1, the number of edges in Fig. 7 is 4 which is smaller than that in Fig. 6 . When k is 2, the number of nodes and edges in Fig. 7 is larger than that in Fig. 6 , but e5, e6 in Fig. 7 are infeasible transitions. For those apps that only use the standard launch type, their launch-type-sensitive BSTGs are the same as insensitive ones, which is verified by the analysis results of the 21th to 35th apps since the numbers of nodes/edges of their launch-type-sensitive BSTGs are the same as their corresponding insensitive ones. We deduce that launch-type-sensitive BSTGs model the changes of back stack more accurate than insensitive ones for those apps using non-default launch types.
B. MANUAL EXAMINATION (RQ2)
To evaluate the precision of BSSimulator in capturing activity launchings and launch types, we examine the generated ALGs based on source code. For each edge c s lt − → c t in an ALG, we first check whether there are statements for c s launching c t ; then we determine its launch type manually to confirm whether lt is the correct one. We do not examine FBReader for its unreasonablely large number of edges as mentioned earlier.
In general, there are total 383 edges in 34 generated ALGs (except FBReader), where 78 of them are specially configured. Table 5 We explore the root causes of those infeasible edges and incorrect launch types and find that all of them are relevant to the context-insensitive call graph in pre-processing. Hence, it is still necessary to promote the static analysis of control flows and intent objects.
C. AVOIDING INFEASIBLE PATHS (RQ3)
In this experiment, our prototype first constructs GUI models based on the generated BSTGs. For each back-stack transition triggered by an activity launching (intra-activity transitions are omitted), we apply the methods within [4] , [27] to discover the GUI element and the registered GUI callback which invokes this launching; the GUI element and event are attached to the transition. For example, the menu item ''←'' on the ConsoleActivity instance at state2 in Fig. 6 is registered with the callback onClick whose function body contains an activity-launching statement (at line 21 in Fig. 4(a) ). Therefore, the item ''←'' and onClick are attached to the transition state2 → state1. Then, the test generator considers paths p = e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e l in the GUI model, where l is the length of p. Here e 1 is an outgoing edge of the initial node. Such form of paths is also used in [12] . Each path (event sequence) corresponds to a test case. BSSimulator implements the test cases through Robotium [28] API calls.
For evaluating the capability of our launch-type-sensitive back-stack analysis to avoid infeasible paths, we compare the number of test cases generated by traversing our launchtype-sensitive BSTGs to that generated by the approach proposed in [12] which uses popping and pushing operations to simulate the changes of a back stack. For example, the corresponding event sequence for case2 (in Table 1 ) is p = click ''Settings'', click ''←'', back, back; the launch-typeinsensitive approach generates p as a test case while the proposed approach distinguishes p as an infeasible test case. We generate paths based on the 6-instance-aware BSTGs because the max length of paths in our evaluation is 5. Even if the app has 1-length ALCs, the 6-instance-aware BSTG is enough to cover all 5-length paths. FBReader and Redditor are excluded because we have no access to their 6-instanceaware BSTGs. Table 6 summarizes the evaluation results. The numbers of paths generated by launch-type-insensitive analysis for ZANavi and Primary when l = 5 are too large to be calculated. The number of paths also cannot be calculated by BSSimulator for Primary when l = 5 because its launchtype-sensitive BSTG is too complicated. Column '' '' is calculated as = (lt-i − lt-s)/lt-i, which represents the percentage of infeasible paths that launch-type-insensitive TABLE 6. The capability of launch-type-sensitive BSTGs in reducing l -length infeasible paths. Column ''lt-s'' is the number of paths generated based on launch-type-sensitive BSTGs; column ''lt-i'' is the number of paths generated by pushing and popping operations.
analysis fail to recognize. For the apps not using nondefault launch types, the numbers of test cases generated by BSSimulator are the same as that generated by the approach within [12] , which indicates that the GUI models generated by BSSimulator are precise as that generated by the stateof-the-art approach in modeling event sequences. This also reflects the high precision of ALGs in capturing activity launchings. For the apps using non-default launch types, in general, launch-type-sensitive back-stack analysis distinguishes 21.9% infeasible paths of all paths generated by launch-type-insensitive analysis for l = 3, and the mean value of is 29.8% for l = 4 and 37.3% for l = 5. The value of increases as the length of the paths increases. The evaluation results indicate that our launch-type-sensitive back-stack analysis can effectively avoid infeasible paths than the insensitive one for apps using non-default launch types.
For all the 1151 static-feasible 3-length test cases generated by the launch-type-sensitive BSTGs in Table 6 , we conduct a dynamic evaluation to explore how the generated event sequences perform at run time. Although the test cases are generated automatically, some test cases still require manual effort. For example, for ConnectBot, we need to manually input some connection names to drive some test cases. Actually, providing appropriate text is a recognized obstacle, which hinders the automated testing for Android apps [29] , [30] . Because of the manual effort, it is hard to consider longer paths, and what is the appropriate length of test cases in a specific application scenarios is still a question [21] . Most of the statically generated test cases are feasible at run time except ZANavi, BeeCount, and Tickmate. For ZANavi, 139 of the 453 statically generated test cases are feasible at run time. For BeeCount, 15 of the 18 generated test cases are feasible at run time. For Tickmate, 36 of the 41 generated test cases are feasible. As indicated in Section V-B, because of deficiencies in prior static analyses, BSSimulator generates infeasible activity launchings for ZANavi and Tickmate, and extracts some launch types incorrectly for BeeCount, which result in the generation of infeasible paths. This evaluation indicates that our launchtype-sensitive BSTGs can effectively avoid infeasible paths, unless infeasible activity launchings are generated or launch types are captured incorrectly.
VI. RELATED WORK A. STATIC MODELING FOR ANDROID APPS
Constructing specific models for event-driven Android applications has become an important mean to understand program behaviors and support testing tasks for Android. Most of these models are represented as finite state machines and need control/data flow analysis. Guo Chaorong et al. propose a lightweight static resource leak detection method and implement Relda, which models the method call relationship [22] . On this foundation, Zhang Jian et al. implement Relda2 to obtain fine-grained detection results of resource leaks by model checking based on internal program control flow analysis [8] . Static models are widely used in security analysis [13] , [31] - [33] . FlowDroid models the callback sequence by constructing a dummy main method for taint analysis [14] . These studies interest in fine-grained objects relationship like method invocations, while our work focus on activity transition and accurate back stack simulation.
Rountev et al. extract GUI objects for further user-driven control flow analysis [27] . Subsequently, the control flow analysis of user-driven callbacks is proposed [4] . Similar work on modeling callbacks for Android are [34] , [35] . On these foundations, window transition graph (WTG) [12] is proposed and a static analysis toolset GATOR for Android applications is implemented [26] . The window-stack states can be simulated by traversing paths in WTGs, since each edge records the window-stack operation. Zhang Yifei et al. proposed the context-sensitive ATG to distinguish different activity instances [24] . However, these models are launchtype-insensitive, while our work extracts various launch types accurately.
B. DYNAMIC MODELING AND TESTING FOR ANDROID APPS
Dynamic modeling for Android applications is an important way to support Android test input generation. Testing inputs are normally in the form of event sequences. Generating test inputs with model-based exploration strategy is proved to have strong ability in detecting specific problems [29] . A 2 T 2 crawls graph user interface states for Android apps and constructs GUI trees [36] . AndroidRipper uses GUI ripping for automated testing while constructing GUI models [37] . Later work inherits previous ripping method to construct GUI models, which aims at achieving high code coverage [3] , [10] , [38] . Besides dynamic exploration, some work generate test cases for specific problems directly based on existing models which are derived from static analyses. For example, LeakDroid generates test cases by traversing neutral cycles in GUI models to expose resource leaks [20] , [21] . Dynamic modeling for apps focus on transitions between states (such as activity classes, windows, and activity screenshots) triggered by user events. Unlike dynamic models, static launch-type-sensitive BSTGs model back stack transitions which serves as a cornerstone for high precise GUI model construction.
VII. LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Our approach has several limitations. The implementation of BSSimulator is based on GATOR [26] , which inherits some limitations like using context-insensitive call graphs. The context-insensitive analysis may produce unexpectedly launchings or capture incorrect launching configurations, which results in infeasible paths (inexecutable test cases). More precise fine-grained control flow analyses are necessary to promote the proposed back-stack analysis. Moreover, flows among multiple threads or apps cannot be modeled. Hence, BSSimulator does not model launchings with invalid configurations since such transitions involves multiple back stacks. This is an important reason why a generated ALG may not be a connected graph and the activity coverage may not achieve 100%. Therefore, we suggest modeling the control flows and back-stack transitions among multiple apps as possible future work, and this paper is a significant start of comprehensive modeling for back-stack transitions.
VIII. CONCLUSION
An accurate representation of back-stack transitions is fundamental for static analyses for Android. We introduce BSSimulator, a static launch-type-sensitive back-stack transition analysis, which constructs ALGs to represent activity transitions with extracted launch types and generates BSTGs to simulate back-stack transitions triggered by activity launchings and back events. Evaluations validate the BSTG construction algorithm, indicate that non-default launch types are in common use, and demonstrate the high precision of the generated ALGs and the capability of launch-type-sensitive back-stack transition analysis in avoiding infeasible transition paths.
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